PPCA Newsletee
Maech 2018
Introducton
Welcome to March’s Newsleterr This month we look at the weather, smartphone apps and boat sales and there’s a
chance to get your chicken suit or Green Man outit onr

Editorial
It seems slightly bizarre to be writng this when there’s snow on the ground and the country is in the grip of blizzards
but the Tuesday evening sessions are just around the cornerr Accordingly, my piece on the diferent types of sessions
gets its annual airing and Clive has some informaton for those of a sea kayaking persuasionr These sessions will of
course require coaches and helpersr If you’re interested in helping, please see Ian’s piecer
The frst evening talk was cancelled because of appalling weather but the talk by David Scot is stll going ahead so
please make a note in your diariesr
Ivor Jones
Newsleter Editor
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The Commitee
Commitee Post

Name

Club Email

Phone Numbee

Club Secretary

Bob Grose

ppca@ppca-canoe-clubrorgruk
secretary@ppca-canoe-clubrorgruk

01803 849163

Club Leader

Ian Brimacombe

leader@ppca-canoe-clubrorgruk

07720 957304

Welfare Ofcers

Jane Seigne

07891 177768
welfare@ppca-canoe-clubrorgruk

Rebekka Stasny
Intro Course Coordinator

07939 328981
intro@ppca-canoe-clubrorgruk

Chair

Ken Hamblin

chair@ppca-canoe-clubrorgruk

07828 652775

Vice Chair

Mark Perry

vchair@ppca-canoe-clubrorgruk

07801 310993

Assistant Club Leader

Mandy Nicholls

acleader@ppca-canoe-clubrorgruk

07801 367363

Membership Secretary

Adam Coulson

membership@ppca-canoe-clubrorgruk

07834 286461

Treasurer

Tony Sicklemore

treasurer@ppca-canoe-clubrorgruk

01752 268295 /
07779 497577

Equipment Ofcer

Pete Anderson

equipment@ppca-canoe-clubrorgruk

07958 694434

Publicity Ofcer

Jacqueline Perry

publicity@ppca-canoe-clubrorgruk

07523 965748

Youth Development
Ofcer

Vacant

youth@ppca-canoe-clubrorgruk

Club President

Joy Ashford

01752 34425

Next Commitee Meetng
Please forward any items you would like considered at the next commitee meetng to secretary@ppca-canoeclubrorgrukr They will go to the secretaryr
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News
Sessions for Spring and Summer by The Editor
Tuesday Evenings
This year, we are planning the following sessions
•

Two Stae – Basic skills such as paddling in a straight line, forwards, backwards and sideways and rescuesr A
joint award in kayaks and open boats so you will need half a dozen or so sessions in open boatsr Bear in
mind that we only have a few open boats so, if everyone leaves it to the last minute, somebody will be
disappointedr Involves getng wet

•

Theee Stae – Skills at a higher levelr Recommended for those who want to do white water over the winter or
those who simply want to paddle safely in all conditonsr Involves getng wetr

•

Receeatonal Paddle – For those who just want to go for a sociable paddler There are no formal requirements
for this session but please bear in mind that it involves two hours or so of more or less contnuous paddling
so you will need to have developed some skills and stamina in order to get the best out of the sessionr
Probably won't involve getng wetr Probablyr

•

Open Boat – At the moment no specifc training sessions are scheduled, largely due to a shortage of available
coaches (there’s a hint there)r This will be looked at at a later date as it is a requirement for two starr Open
boaters are welcome to join the recreatonal paddle 1 or two star group or to organise a peer paddler

All sessions, unless otherwise advertsed, will start at 18:00 prompt ON THE WATER, so please allow plenty of tme to
get changed, get your boat out, stand around moaning about the weather etcr If you arrive late it will be at the
coach's discreton whether you are allowed to join the groupr At the beginning and end of the season in partcular,
sunset is early and our tme on the water is limited so we need a prompt start to get the most from the sessionr
The syllabuses for Two and Three Star are available on the websiter It's a good idea to download the syllabus and tck
of the bits you're happy withr The coaches will cover all aspects of the syllabus but it is down to each paddler to
make sure they are competent in each arear If you're in any doubt, please ask a coach who will be delighted to tell
you how competent you arer
Friday Evenings
Friday evenings will be a recreatonal paddle with the emphasis on open boats but others are welcome to come
alongr Some coaching will be available for the open boats but the emphasis will be on having a relaxed end of week
paddler The sessions will be a mixture of longer and shorter paddles depending on who turns upr
Saturday Paddles
These will contnue throughout the season, 10:00 on the waterr Everyone is welcome and they are an excellent
chance to put into practce the skills you’ve learned on Tuesdays on a longer paddler They’re also a chance to get to
know people and to see the local area from a diferent viewpointr Highly recommendedr
The frst paddle of each month will be a sea paddle, in sea kayaksr On three Saturdays, in April, May and September,
there will be an additonal intermediate sea kayak trip, usually somewhere away from Mount Baten so please read
on…rr
1 Editor’s note: It might be wise to go tandem on the rec paddle as open boats are a bit slower than kayaksr
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Sea Kayaking Anyone? By Clive Ashford
You will be aware that the club runs a sea kayak trip on the frst Saturday of each month and jolly good fun they are
too if I say so myself, but I am planning more sea kayaking exploits over the course of 2018r This is what I am
planningr
Sea kayak training on Tuesday eveningsr
Over the last two years we have run some sea kayak training sessions on Tuesdays eveningsr They have been either
wet, very wet or just plain soaking as we practce our rescue and rolling skillsr I am going to run three more of these
sessions this year on 1, 15 & 22 Mayr 18:00 on the water at Mount Batenr These sessions are aimed at those that are
/ were of a 3* standard and who wish to retain / regain these skillsr The plastc club sea kayaks are available for these
sessionsr
Tide race trainingr
Although it’s not a partcularly big tde we will play in the Devils Point tde race and then do some equally interestng
things around Drakes Islandr Once again this session s aimed at the 3* paddlerr The date for this session is 28 Julyr
The plastc club sea kayaks are available for this sessionr Watch the forum for more details nearer the dater
Intermediate sea kayak tripsr
As with the last two years I am again going to run some intermediate sea kayak tripsr These will hopefully be a bit
more challenging than our frst Saturday in the month trips and we will try to go away for each of theser These trips
are for anyone who fnds the frst Saturday of the month paddle fairly easy and who wants to do something a bit
more interestngr The dates for these are: 21 April, 19 May, 22 Septemberr All club boats will be available for these
tripsr Watch the forum for more details nearer the dater
Overnight campr
There will be an overnight camp on 14 – 15 Julyr Weather permitng the plan is to paddle from Mount Baten to
Ayrmer Cove, camp at Ayrmer Cove and return the next dayr Approx mileage is 16 each day on a reasonably exposed
coastline, intermediate level paddling is requiredr Watch the forum for more details nearer the dater

Club Helpers by Ian Brimacombe, Club Leader
With the season approaching I would like to get an up to date helpers listr If you would like to help on any of the
PPCA actvites then could you make your interest known either on the forum or on the Facebook pager DBS
checking is required but this can be done by the club’s welfare ofcer at no cost to the helperr
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Boat Sales by Pete Anderson, Equipment Ofcer
The club has now funds to replace the composite sea kayak feet and the plastc Cappellar
We also need to make space in the general purpose racksr
The following boats are up for sale:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Blue Romany sea kayak
Yellow Romany sea kayak
Fuego Blue sea kayak
Orange Capella sea kayak
2x Percepton SPARC GP kayaks
1x Percepton ARC GP kayakr

The format this tme will be sealed bids, to be sent to myself by the 31st of Marchr
Please note each boat has a reserver
All kayaks will be sold as seen and any inspecton is welcomedr If you require access to the club shed, please feel free
to make an appointment with myselfr

Easter Paddle, Saturday 31st March, Wembury Beach by Terry Calcot
The Easter paddle will start & fnish from
Wembury beachr Meet at the beach car park
(GR 518484), ready to paddle for 10:30, (0930
at Mountbaten for club equipment)r
It has become a PPCA traditon over the years
that paddlers dress in some form of Easter
themer We also have a communal feast of
Easter food to share with each otherr Details
will be posted on the forum nearer the dater
Where we paddle from will stll be dependent
on the weather/sea conditons on the day (if
inclement it will be from MB)r
Also please phone, e-mail or post on the forum
to let me know if you are coming alongr
07828652775 or terryc1@blueyonderrcoruk
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Features
90 Minutes by Clive Ashford
I’m just writen a story and I invite you to read itr If you are so inclined make yourself a cup of something soothing
and then relax for a few minutes, you deserve itr Reading on is optonalr
Photo by Clive

Ice sculptures along the Devonport Leat

For this partcular tale I need to set the scene, so imagine if you
will a week in which the frst three days brought cold, dry
easterly winds, winds that sucked the moisture out of the air,
froze the surface of Dartmoor and caused beautful ice
sculptures to form along the Devonport Leatr Now imagine
these three days followed by a further two days of cold, easterly
winds accompanied by a weather system that dumped a large
quantty of snow over the whole countryr Finally imagine the
resultant chaos as Britain slipped and slid into immobilityr Oh
how we Brits love a bit of weatherr
The news was full of reporters telling us how dangerous it was
to travel and that we should stay indoors unless our journeys
were absolutely necessaryr This informaton was always
imparted by a reporter broadcastng from a remote rural

locaton depictng a snow covered landscaper
One previously unreported anomaly is that I saw a Waddle of penguinsr (According to the Penguins World website
the term Waddle is the collectve noun for a group of penguins on landr I do the research to bring you such amazing
snippets of informatonn I trust that you appreciate my eforts)r In case you were wondering we’re just about to get
onto the paddling bit, thank you for your indulgencer
So, with Britain under an icy siege I had the task of running the PPCA Sunday river trip, just two days afer the scene
that I have so carefully set out before your Staying in bed and staying warm would have won the approval of the
nanny state but we are the PPCA and we like to go paddling if at all possibler The forecast was for temperatures to
reach a balmy eight degrees and for a litle rain to fallr Not knowing exactly how much rain was going to fall or how
quickly the temperature rise would cause the snow to melt I decided that running the Loop secton of the Dart was
going to be our best optonr
At 04:00 on Sunday morning the Environment Agency river gauge was showing the river Dart to be running at a low
level but the rainfall graph was rising steeplyr Heavy rain and thawing snow meant that the river was quite likely to
rise and that we wouldn’t really know how high the river would be untl we were there looking at itr This was far from
an ideal set of circumstances but as coping is our watchword, we copedr
Five intrepid paddlers congregated at the Dart and made ready to paddler We drove to New Bridge and looked at the
river levelr It was highr (For those that know about these things the water was trickling through the third arch)r I
wandered away to let people digest the situaton and to make some sort of decision without my infuencer Afer a
few minutes I returned to see how we were setr Karen had very sensibly decided that she had beter things to do,
which saved me the problem of telling her that she did indeed have beter things to dor (Under the circumstances I
suspect that poking herself with a sharp stck would have seemed to Karen like a beter thing for her to do)r Adam
and Mark were keen to give it a go and although Ken seemed a bit less enthusiastc he said that he would join usr So,
then there were fourr
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We gathered around and in order to cover all the health and safety aspects of the trip I gave a detailed briefngr I’ll
tell you what I said, I said, “Let’s make an efort to stay together and let’s make an efort to arrive at the botom in
one piecer”
This was to be Adam’s frst trip on such high volume and fast moving water, so I gave him a bit of extra informaton
regarding what to expect and then we were ofr It was a
Photo by Karen Sargent
helter skelter, roller coaster, bucking bronco, super
dooper whirlwind of a rider We stopped in a few eddies
but generally we just kept on moving with the excepton
of the rapids known as Triple Two and Three, where Ken,
Adam and Mark got out for a lookr (I was going to look
with them but had failed to make the eddyn I then
decided that running the rapids on sight was a far beter
opton than trying to stop)r
We are very used to running this river at relatvely low
levels but it looks completely diferent swollen with such
a high volume of waterr Features take on an angry,
threatening demeanour, the eddy lines become boil
The helter skelter, roller coaster, bucking bronco, infested areas of unstable water and a lot of the places
that people have learnt to know and love at low levels
super dooper whirlwind beginsr
have changed beyond recognitonr For people not used to
the river at such a level it all becomes a litle disorientatng, and I think it’s fair to say that Adam was never more than
vaguely aware of where he was at any one tmee
We arrived at the end of the trip all together and with each of us wearing a huge grin, which leaves me to conclude
that my previously mentoned briefng was just about perfectr We had taken under 90 minutes to complete a trip
that would normally have taken three hours but were we despondent? Were we heckers, we all thought that it was
90 minutes well spentr
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Events
2018 PPCA Bake a Cake Competton and Terry’s Talk
Unfortunately, this was cancelled due to the weatherr It will be re-scheduled for later in the year so watch this space
for detailsr

PPCA Photograph Competton by Terry Calcot
The entries are in and there will is a poll running via Facebook and the forum to pick the best sixr These will be
judged by naturalist David Scot and the winner will be announced at his lecture on Monday 19 th March at Pomphlet
Methodist Churchr
There’s a handy poster advertsing this talk at the end of the Newsleterr
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Kit Chat
GPS Trackers by The Editor
One of the joys of a smartphone is the number of apps that are available that allow you to bore your family and
friends for hours on endr Gone are the days of subjectng them to Super 8 movies of your holidaysr Today, you can
show them precisely where you were every minute of the day, who you were with and what your heart rate was at
the tmer
One of the more useful apps for a paddler is a GPS trackerr Before I say what they are, I’ll say what they aren’tr
They are not designed to be navigatonal aidsr If you don’t have a phone signal, they will show your positon as a dot
on a blank screenr If you want to navigate by GPS get the proper tool or learn to read a mapr
They are also not emergency beaconsr They might give you a positon you can send to the coastguard but they won’t
send a distress signal and they are purely manualr
Basically they’re a bit of fun that will let you look back to see the route you took up the Yealm a couple of years ago
or see how long it took you to get from Cawsands to the breakwater with the ferry looming over the horizonr
Inevitably, there are a multplicity of apps availabler My personal favourite is Map My Walk but Tracy hates itr Which
you choose depends on what you want from it but a far as I can see, there’s no need to pay
for one, so long as you can put up with the occasional advertsementr Which you choose will
depend on what you want from itr Do you want a simple record of where you went? Do you
want to know your speed (with split tmes for each mile)? Do you want to know what your
heart rate or stroke rate was?
What you get will depend on the format the app records the GPS track inr Without wantng
to get too nerdy, there are almost as many formats as there are apps and not all of them will
record everythingr It’s worth doing a litle bit of research to make sure your app will record
the data you wantr There are apps that will translate one format to another but they can’t
create data that isn’t therer
Similarly, you need to think about how you’re going to display your track at the end of the dayr Google Earth is the
obvious and pretest way but it doesn’t display data such as heart rater You may fnd that there’s a stng in the tale in
that the app to record the data is free but you have to buy something to display your trackr If you haven’t got a GPS
on your camera, you can use the track to add locatons to your photosr You can also display the track on electronic
navigaton charts which is nice if you can buy them cheaply but can be expensiver
A critcal queston is how accurate is the resultr This doesn’t depend on the app,
it’s all handled by the GPS chip in your phoner Typically the accuracy is about 5m
(anything beter is reserved for the military)r This may not sound bad but it
depends on how ofen you record your positonr Bear in mind that with an
accuracy of 5m, if you sit stll, two successive points could be 10m apartr How
frequently you record your positon depends on how fast you’re movingr If you
sample too quickly your track may appear to zigzag and be artfcially longr If you
don’t sample frequently enough, you may cut corners and lose distancer
At the end of the day, they’re a bit of fun and they give you a nice souvenir of a trip but please bear in mind that, like
any app that’s constantly running, they tend to eat the batery of your phone so be prepared with a spare batery
pack if you’re going on a long tripr
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Next Editon
There is no specifc deadline as such for contributons but please bear in mind my general sloth and indolence and let
me have anything tme-sensitve well in advancer

Contributons
Please send any contributons to newsleter@ppca-canoe-clubrorgruk

Club Calendar
As ever, please remember that the defnitve calendar is on the website and what’s printed below, while correct at
the tme of going to press is subject to change at a moment’s notcer

Saturday, 10 March
10:00 Recreatonal Paddle - Joy Ashford

Sunday, 11 March
09:00 River Trip - Doug Sitch 07966 740025

Saturday, 17 March
10:00 Recreatonal Paddle - Andy Kitle

Sunday, 18 March
09:00 River Trip - Ken Hamblin 07790293952 last river trip

Monday, 19 March
Photo competton and a presentaton by Wildlife Artst David A Scot at Pomphlet Methodist Church PL9 7BL from
1830

Saturday, 24 March
10:00 Recreatonal Paddle - TBC

Sunday, 25 March
River Trip Chris Doidge

Saturday, 31 March
10:00 Recreatonal Paddle - Clive Ashford

Tuesday, 3 April – Season Starts
1 x Rec Terry Calcot
2 X Andy Kitle
3 x Chris Doidge

Saturday, 7 April
Sea Paddle Ian Brim
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Tuesday, 10 April
1x Rec Paddle Terry Calcot
2 x Andy Kitle
3 x Chris Doidge

Friday, 13 April
Open Canoe Jen Nicholls

Saturday, 14 April
Rec Terry Calcot

Tuesday, 17 April
1 x Rec Terry Calcot
2 x Andy Kitle
3 x Chris Doidge

Friday, 20 April
Open Canoe Ian Brim

Saturday, 21 April
Intermediate Sea kayak Trip Clive Ashford

Tuesday, 24 April
1x Rec Terry Calcot
2 x Andy Kitle
3 x Chris Doidge

Friday, 27 April
Open Canoe Sam Pluckrose

Saturday, 28 April
Recreatonal Doug Sitch
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Port Of Plymouth Canoeing Association
70 Lawrence Road
Plymouth
PL9 9SJ
www.ppca-canoe-club.org.uk

DIARY DATE
The Port of Plymouth Canoeing Association presents:
A presentation by Wildlife Artist & Photographer David A Scott
Followed by

PPCA 2017/18 Photo of the Year Competition
Mon 19th Mar 2018. Doors open at 1830hrs for tea & coffee. The
lecture commences at 1900 hrs.
Pomphlett Methodist Church, Pomphlett Road, Plymouth, PL9 7BL
David Scott was educated in Plymouth and lives in Devon. He travels extensively
across the globe in search of subjects to paint or photograph. He also maintains
a sanctuary for a wide variety of different species of birds. His other passion is
being a licensed ringer for the British Trust for Ornithology where he is involved
with discovering nests & the monitoring of birdlife.
The second part of the evening is the PPCA Photo of the Year competition, full
details will be promulgated in due course but main points are a) photos must
have been taken during 2017/2018 and b) the photos should reflect the ethos
& purpose of the PPCA.

Note: All photos courtesy of David A Scott https://www.dascottartist.com/ .

For more information contact: Tony Sickelmore
Email: Treasurer@ppca-canoe-club.org.uk

